Bremsstrahlung x-ray generation for high optical depth radiography applications on the National Ignition Facility.
We have tested a set of x-ray sources for use as probes of highly attenuating, laser-driven experiments on the National Ignition Facility (NIF). Unlike traditional x-ray sources that optimize for a characteristic atomic transition (often the n = 2 → n = 1 transition in ionized, He-like atoms), the design presented here maximizes the total photon flux by optimizing for intense, broadband Bremsstrahlung radiation. Three experiments were performed with identical targets, including a uranium x-ray source foil and a tungsten substrate with a narrow (25 μm wide) collimating slit to produce a quasi-1D x-ray source. Two experiments were performed using 12 beams from the NIF laser, each delivering approximately 46 kJ of laser energy but with different laser spatial profiles. This pair yielded similar temporal x-ray emission profiles, spatial resolution, and inferred hot electron temperature. A third experiment with only 6 beams delivering approximately 25 kJ produced a lower hot electron temperature and significantly lower x-ray flux, as well as poorer spatial resolution. The data suggest that laser pointing jitter may have affected the location and intensity of the emitting plasma, producing an emission volume that was not well centered behind the collimating slit and lower intensity than designed. However, the 12-beam design permits x-ray radiography through highly attenuating samples, where lower energy line-emission x-ray sources would be nearly completely attenuated.